The undersigned authors note the following: "We wish to bring to your attention an issue regarding our PNAS publication referenced above. Although we cite our earlier PNAS publication (see ref. Figs. 2 and 3 display the UWHBs for Hb β-subunit (pdb.1bz0, chain B) and human cellular prion protein (pdb.1qm0) (12) (13) (14) . Within the natural interactive context of the Hb subunit, the UWHBs signal crucial binding regions (24): UWHBs (90, 94), (90, 95) are associated with the β-FG corner involved in the quaternary α1β2 interface; UWHB (5, 9) is adjacent to Glu-6 which in sickle cell anemia mutates to Val-6 and is located at the Val-6-(Phe-85, Leu-88) interface in the deoxyHbS fiber.
The undersigned authors note the following: "We wish to bring to your attention an issue regarding our PNAS publication referenced above. Although we cite our earlier PNAS publication (see ref. "
The following text in the section titled 'Structure Wrapping and Molecular Disease' on page 6447 of our text is similar to the text in the fifth paragraph of the "Results and Discussion" section on page 2392 in ref. 23: Figs. 2 and 3 display the UWHBs for Hb β-subunit (pdb.1bz0, chain B) and human cellular prion protein (pdb.1qm0) (12) (13) (14) . Within the natural interactive context of the Hb subunit, the UWHBs signal crucial binding regions (24) : UWHBs (90, 94), (90, 95) are associated with the β-FG corner involved in the quaternary α1β2 interface; UWHB (5, 9) is adjacent to Glu-6 which in sickle cell anemia mutates to and is located at the Val-6-(Phe-85, Leu-88) interface in the deoxyHbS fiber.
"The following text in the section titled 'Toward a Structural Diagnosis' on page 6449 of our text is similar to the text beginning in the last paragraph on page 2392 in ref. 23: The distribution of proteins according to their average extent of hydrogen bond wrapping and their spatial concentration of structural defects is shown in Fig. 5 (see also ref. 23 ). The sample of 2,811 PDB proteins is large enough to define a reliable abundance distribution with an inflection point at ρ = 6.20. The integration of the distribution over a ρ-interval gives the fraction of proteins whose ρ lies within that range. Of the 2,811 proteins examined, 2,572 have ρ > 6.20, and none of them is known to yield amyloid aggregation under physiological conditions entailing partial retention of structure. Strikingly, relatively few disease-related amyloidogenic proteins are known in the sparsely populated, underwrapped 3.5 < ρ < 6.20 range, with the cellular prion proteins located at the extreme of the spectrum (3.53 < ρ < 3.72)....
The range of H-bond wrapping 3.5 < ρ < 4.6 of 20 sampled PDB membrane proteins has been included in Fig. 5 for comparison. As expected, such proteins do not have the stringent H-bond packing requirements of soluble proteins for their H bonds at the lipid interface. Thus, this comparison becomes suggestive in terms of elucidating the driving factor for aggregation in soluble proteins: Although the UWHB constitutes a structural defect in a soluble protein because of its vulnerability to water attack, it is not a structural defect in a membrane protein. The exposure of the polar amide and carbonyl of the unbound state to a nonpolar phase is thermodynamically unfavorable (22) . The virtually identical ρ value for human prion and outer-membrane protein A (Fig. 5) is revealing in this regard.
Furthermore, all known amyloidogenic proteins that occur naturally in complexed form have sufficient H-bond wrapping within their respective complexes (ρ value near 6.2). Their amyloidogenic propensity appears only under conditions in which the protein is dissociated from the complex (compare Fig. 5 ). This finding is corroborated by the following computation. If an intramolecular hydrogen bond is underwrapped within the isolated protein molecule but located at an interface upon complexation, then to determine its extent of wrapping within the complex, we take into account the additional residues in the binding partner that lie within the desolvation domain of the intramolecular H bond. Thus, the uncomplexed or monomeric β 2 -microglobulin (pdb. 1i4f) (21) has ρ = 5.2, putting it in the purported amyloidogenic region. However, upon complexation within the MHC-I, its ρ increases to 6.22. "The original work on the diagnosis of amyloidogenic propensity was carried out in the summer of 2002 at Osaka University. We apologize for not alerting readers of the similarities between these two texts." Disease-related amyloidogenic propensity has been unexpectedly found in proteins driven to adopt a monomeric uncomplexed state at high concentrations under near-physiological conditions. This situation occasionally arises in new health treatments, such as kidney dialysis. Assuming that under such conditions a partial retention of native structure takes place, this work identifies a structural characteristic indicating amyloidogenic propensity: a high density of backbone hydrogen bonds exposed to water attack in monomeric structure. On this basis, we propose a diagnostic tool based on the identification of hydrogen bonds with a paucity of intramolecular dehydration or ''wrapping.'' We use this predictor to identify potentially pathogenic mutations that foster amyloidogenic propensity in human prions. Such mutations either enhance the intramolecular dehydration of ␤-sheet hydrogen bonds, thus stabilizing the nucleus for rearrangement into the scrapie fold, or contribute to the destabilization of the cellular form by introducing additional underwrapped hydrogen bonds. Our predictions are consistent with known disease-related mutations and lead to a cogent explanation of the pathogenic nature of specific mutations affecting the cellular prion protein structural wrapping. On the other hand, a different wrapping of a very similar fold, mouse doppel, induces a dramatically different level of amyloidogenic propensity, suggesting that the packing within the fold, and not the fold itself, contains the signal for aggregation.
amyloidosis ͉ prions ͉ protein structure ͉ structural wrapping ͉ hydrogen bonds A myloid fibril formation is associated with illnesses such as Alzheimer's disease and spongiform encephalopathies (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and apparently with a nucleation-induced process resulting in a tightly packed regular aggregate of protein molecules. Unexpectedly, a hazardous fibrillogenic propensity has been discovered in which some proteins, e.g., ␤ 2 -microglobulin in kidney dialysis (1, 8) , reach high enough concentrations to form fibrils. Apparently, an overexpression coupled with a scarcity of binding partners may induce certain proteins to rearrange and aggregate (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Under physiological conditions where some structural features of the native protein are retained (8), we expect to infer amyloidogenic propensity from a structural analysis (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Thus, we address the following question: Are there any kinds of structural defects in the monomeric protein that are removed as the protein rearranges and aggregates? We shall focus on abnormal levels of exposure of native backbone hydrogen bonds to water attack in monomeric structures (9) (10) (11) . A profusion and localization of such packing defects on the protein surface is here shown to mark a tendency for aggregation.
This approach is suggested by the link between amyloidogenic propensity and structural instability (6, 7) and its association with specific structural motifs like amphiphilic helix (15) , alternating hydrophobic pattern (16) , edgy ␤-strand (17), discordant ␣-helix (18), etc. However, a general diagnosis stemming from examination of native monomeric structure remains a challenge.
Here we propose and benchmark a tool for such a diagnosis. Our approach involves the identification of deficiencies in the native packing of backbone hydrogen bonds, often partially overcome upon complexation (9, 10) , and regions of the protein surface with high densities of defects that may act as aggregation nuclei (19) (20) (21) .
The stability of native structure for soluble proteins is contingent on the intramolecular protection of backbone hydrogen bonds from water attack (9, 10). Here we argue that deficiencies in this protection on the protein surface can be correlated with amyloidogenic propensity if the protein becomes overexpressed with respect to the concentration of its binding partners. To detect such deficiencies we examine the intramolecular environments around native backbone hydrogen bonds, focusing on residues with nonpolar groups clustered in their vicinity. Backbone hydrogen bonds are stable and become structural determinants when water in the surrounding environment is excluded or highly structured (9) (10) (11) 22) . Thus, the proximity of ''wrapping'' hydrophobic groups stabilizes such hydrogen bonds by destabilizing the nonbonded state, i.e., by hindering the solvation of the unpaired amides and carbonyls. Here we focus on backbone hydrogen bonds insufficiently shielded from water attack, or ''underwrapped'' hydrogen bonds (UWHBs), and show that a concentration of such defects might yield an aggregation-inducing nucleus.
Methods
We define underwrapped in relation to an ''average'' native environment. The extent of hydrogen-bond desolvation is here operationally defined by the number of hydrophobic residues with at least two nonpolar carbonaceous groups (CH n , n ϭ 1, 2, 3) whose ␤-carbon is contained in a specific desolvation domain. This domain consists of two intersecting R ϭ 7-Å-radius spheres centered at the ␣-carbons of the residues paired by the hydrogen bond ( Fig. 1) (9 -11) . The desolvators wrapping the hydrogen bond strengthen the electrostatic energy contribution by decreasing the charge screening of the proton donor and acceptor (10, 22) . The desolvation statistics taken across all hydrogen bonds in a native structure of course highly depend on the choice of R, but the results are robust within the range 6.4 Յ R Յ 7.5 Å in the sense that the hydrogen bonds identified as underwrapped are invariably the same in at least 96% of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) entries sampled.
The desolvation radius represents a typical cutoff distance to evaluate interactions between residues in spatial proximity. An amide-carbonyl hydrogen bond is defined by an NOO (heavyatom) distance within the range 2.6-3.4 Å (typical extreme bond lengths) and a 60°latitude in the NOHOO angle.
Abbreviations: UWHB, underwrapped hydrogen bond; PDB, Protein Data Bank. ‡ To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: ariel@uchicago.edu or berry@ uchicago.edu.
Alternative (9) and even more complicated ways of measuring the extent of hydrogen bond desolvation are possible (23), and they yield equivalent results. For example, computing the number of hydrophobic carbonaceous side-chain groups within the desolvation spheres produces different statistics (9) but identifies the same UWHBs and yields the same relative ordering of PDB proteins in terms of decreasing average wrapping.
The average extent of hydrogen-bond desolvation, denoted , over all backbone hydrogen bonds of a monomeric structure is readily accessible from PDB structural data. To obtain meaningful statistics, we examined a nonredundant sample of 2,811 PDB structures. The average over the entire sample is 6.61 and its dispersion across backbone H bonds of a structure averaged over all sampled structures is ϭ 1.46. These statistics dictate a way to define UWHBs as those at the extreme of the distribution, containing three or fewer wrapping residues in their desolvation domains.
Results

Structure Wrapping and Molecular Disease.
Figs. 2 and 3 display the UWHBs for Hb ␤-subunit (pdb.1bz0, chain B) and human cellular prion protein (pdb.1qm0) (12) (13) (14) . Within the natural interactive context of the Hb subunit, the UWHBs signal crucial binding regions (24) : UWHBs (90, 94), (90, 95) are associated with the ␤-FG corner involved in the quaternary ␣ 1 ␤ 2 interface; UWHB (5, 9) is adjacent to Glu-6 which in sickle cell anemia mutates to Val-6 and is located at the Val-6-(Phe-85, Leu-88) interface in the deoxyHbS fiber.
In the cellular prion protein (Fig. 3) , 55% of the hydrogen bonds are UWHBs, indicating that parts of the structure, i.e., ␣-helix 1 with a high concentration of UWHBs, must be vulnerable to water attack, thus prone to rearrangement. The highest concentration of defects occurs in helix 1 (residues 143-156), where 100% of the hydrogen bonds are UWHBs. This observation is consistent with current research, which identifies helix 1 as undergoing an ␣-helix-to-␤-strand transition (12) (13) (14) . Furthermore, helix 3 (residues 199-228) contains a significant concentration of UWHBs at the C terminus, a region assumed to define the epitope for protein X binding (12) . The remaining UWHBs occur at the helix-loop junctures and bestow flexibility required for rearrangement.
Our structural analysis identifies the site mutations that would improve the packing of the ␤-sheet hydrogen bonds (129,163) and (134,159), thereby stabilizing the part of the cellular prion protein that is believed to nucleate the cellularto-scrapie transition (Fig. 3) . Such mutations should be expected to be pathogenic, and thus it is worth contrasting them with those assumed to trigger the Creutzfeld-Jakob or Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome (14) . Although the (129, 163) hydrogen bond is well desolvated locally ( ϭ 5) by Tyr-128, Tyr-162, Tyr-163, Arg-164, and Leu-130, the (134, 159) hydrogen bond, with ϭ 3, is underwrapped (only protected locally by Val-161 and Arg-136), and thus its stability is very sensitive to mutations that alter the large-scale context preventing water attack. This finding leads us to postulate that a factor that triggers the prion disease is the stabilization of the (134, 159) ␤-sheet hydrogen bond by mutations that foster its intramolecular desolvation beyond wild-type levels. In the wild type, the only nonadjacent residue in the desolvation domain of hydrogen bond (134,159) is Val-210, thus conferring marginal stability at best. We predict that four sites can be mutated to increase significantly the extent of desolvation of this hydrogen bond without disrupting the underlying helical structure of the cellular prion protein: Thr-183, Val-210, Met-213, and Gln-217. Thus, the known pathogenic mutations Thr-1833 Ala, Val-2103 Ile and Gln-2173 Val would all increase the desolvation level of the (134, 159) hydrogen bond, consolidating the nucleus for the cellularto-scrapie transition. In addition, we predict that substitution of Met-213 with a hydrophobic residue, such as Val, Leu, or Ile, should be equally pathogenic, in so far as it enhances the stability of the ␤-sheet nucleus. Conversely, substitutions that destabilize the (134, 159) hydrogen bond, such as Val-161-Ala should act as suppressors of the prion disease. This last prediction now awaits experimental confirmation. It is likely to have passed unnoticed because it is not pathogenic, or merely regarded as part of the prion polymorphism.
On the other hand, the known pathogenic substitution Phe-1983 Ser causes a drastic reduction in the desolvation of hydrogen bonds (188, 184), (199, 203), (202, 206), (203, 207) , which become underwrapped in the mutant (Fig. 3) . The net consequence of this destabilization is that the helix 2-helix 3 junction becomes f lexible, without directly affecting the ␤-sheet nucleus. Thus, within our scheme this mutation should be conducive to the transition to the scrapie form. The Phe-198 -Ser mutation would leave helix 3 with 60% of UWHBs; thus, its stability would be severely compromised, diminishing the pathogenic potential of this mutation unless the presumed binding partner, protein X, associates at the C terminus, as speculated (12) , and provides intermolecular desolvation of UWHBs in that region.
To verify that the structural wrapping and not the fold per se is the signal for amyloidogenic propensity, we compared the wrapping of the cellular prion protein with that of the folding analogue doppel protein (24) , not known to undergo conversion into a scrapie-like form. The secondary structure wrapping for doppel (pdb.1I17) is presented in Fig. 4 . Although the folding topologies are very similar, major differences exist in the wrapping of doppel and prion. As in the prion, helix 1 is severely underwrapped in the doppel protein (Fig. 4b) . However, the rest of the doppel helices are well wrapped at the helix-loop junctions and helix 3 lacks entirely the under- Fig. 3. (a) UWHB patterns for the wild-type (WT) and mutant (Gln -2173 Val, Phe-1983 Ser) human cellular prion protein PrP C . In the wild type, the (134, 159) ␤-sheet hydrogen bond is underwrapped, and thus, the nucleus for scrapie conversion is highly unstable. Notice how and why the ␤-sheet becomes stable in the mutant because of the extra wrapping provided by Val-217. The four sites for pathogenic mutation that affect the wrapping of backbone hydrogen bonds are marked in red. The hydrogen-bonded pairs of residues whose desolvation levels and decrease due to pathogenic mutation Phe-1983 Ser are marked in black, and those for which the extent of desolvation increases are marked in yellow. (b) Ribbon representation of the mutant PrP C structure following the color convention given in Fig. 2b. wrapped C-terminal region presumed to serve as epitope for protein X binding. Furthermore, the purported scrapienucleating region, consisting in the small ␤-sheet is more unstable than in the prion: Of its four backbone hydrogen bonds, two of them, Gly-8 -Tyr-41 and Ala-9 -Tyr-41, are severely underwrapped ( Ͻ 3) and the N terminus region is also severely exposed. Thus, it is unlikely that this region, with its inherent instability can serve as a nucleating element for condensation of a rearranged helix 1 region. An unstable scrapie-inducing nucleus together with the lack of a protein X epitope make the doppel an unlikely candidate for scrapie-like condensation, as recent work confirms (25) . This analysis reveals that extensive exposure of H bonds to water attack might be a necessary but not a sufficient condition (see below) to imply a propensity for organized aggregation. At most, 10% of PDB proteins may possess this propensity, although the critical region 3.5 Ͻ Ͻ 6.20 is so sparsely populated that no reliable statistics can be drawn from our sample in this regard. Approximately 60% of the proteins in the critical region 3.5 Ͻ Ͻ 6.20, which are not known to be amyloidogenic, are neurotoxins or toxins whose H bonds are significantly undershielded from water attack, while their structures are stabilized mostly by disulfide bridges. It remains to be seen whether their toxicity is linked to their overexposed surface hydrogen bonds.
The range of H-bond wrapping 3.5 Ͻ Ͻ 4.6 of 20 sampled PDB membrane proteins has been included in Fig. 5 for comparison. As expected, such proteins do not have the stringent H-bond packing requirements of soluble proteins for their H bonds at the lipid interface. Thus, this comparison becomes suggestive in terms of elucidating the driving factor for aggregation in soluble proteins: Although the UWHB constitutes a structural defect in a soluble protein because of its vulnerability to water attack, it is not a structural defect in a membrane protein. The exposure of the polar amide and carbonyl of the unbound state to a nonpolar phase is thermodynamically unfavorable (22) . The virtually identical value for human prion and outer-membrane protein A (Fig. 5) is revealing in this regard.
Furthermore, all known amyloidogenic proteins that occur naturally in complexed form have sufficient H-bond wrapping within their respective complexes ( value near 6.2). Their amyloidogenic propensity appears only under conditions in which the protein is dissociated from the complex (compare Fig. 5 ). This finding is corroborated by the following computation. If an intramolecular hydrogen bond is underwrapped within the isolated protein molecule but located at an interface upon complexation, then to determine its extent of wrapping within the complex, we take into account the additional residues in the binding partner that lie within the desolvation domain of the intramolecular H bond. Thus, the uncomplexed or monomeric ␤ 2 -microglobulin (pdb.1i4f) (21) has ϭ 5.2, putting it in the purported amyloidogenic region. However, upon complexation within the MHC-I, its increases to 6.22.
The underwrapping of H bonds in the isolated protein might be a necessary condition but it is unlikely to be sufficient to determine amyloidogenic propensity. For example, protein L (2ptl) is not known to possess this property under the conditions specified, and nevertheless its ϭ 5.06 places it within the range of overall insufficient wrapping. A similar situation arises with trp-repressor (pdb.2wrp, ϭ 5.29) and the factor for inversion stimulation (pdb.3fis, ϭ 4.96), as shown in Fig.  5 . Most neurotoxins, e.g., pdb.1cxo, ϭ 3.96, fall in this category as well.
In general, the existence of short fragments endowed with fibrillogenic potential (19 -21, 26 -29) suggests a localization or concentration of the amyloid-related structural defects. Thus, we introduce a complementary parameter, the maximum density, ␦ max , of UWHBs on the protein surface. It reveals the highest concentration of structural defects within each protein and is obtained by sampling regions of the protein surface and computing the number of UWHBs within the regions, together with their solvent-exposed areas. The ␦ max values for representative proteins are given in Fig. 5 (right ordinate) . A threshold ␦ max ϭ 3.8͞(10 Complexes are described by the following quantities: Y, number of intramolecular UWHBs in the individual binding partners; Y int, number of intramolecular UWHBs at the binding interface; ␦, average density of UWHBs in the binding partners; ␦int, density of intramolecular UWHBs at the binding interface satisified on complexation; ␦max, maximum density of intramolecular UWHBs from the binding partners.
